Committee on Health, Insurance, & Environment.

After consideration on the merits, the Committee recommends the following:

HB17-1318 be amended as follows, and as so amended, be referred to the Committee of the Whole with favorable recommendation:

1. Amend printed bill, page 4, line 17, before "NET" insert "AGGREGATE".


4. Page 5, lines 6 and 7, strike "THE NET COST OF EACH PHARMACEUTICAL ON THE LIST,".

5. Page 5, line 27, strike "COST OF A SPECIFIC PHARMACEUTICAL".

6. Page 6, strike line 1 and substitute "GROSS SPENDING PER DRUG CLASS, THE AGGREGATE NET SPENDING PER DRUG CLASS, AND THE RANGE OF AGGREGATE GROSS AND NET SPENDING ACROSS THE DRUGS IN A GIVEN CLASS WHEN THERE ARE MORE THAN TWO PHARMACEUTICALS IN THE DRUG".

7. Page 6, line 5, strike "CARRIER OR HEALTH BENEFIT PLAN;" and substitute
"CARRIER, HEALTH BENEFIT PLAN, OR PRODUCT MANUFACTURER; AND".

Page 6, strike lines 6 and 7.

Page 6, after line 10 insert:

"(III) In developing the report, the commissioner shall consider the relative positive effects drug adherence has on the health of Coloradans.".
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